HAVE QUESTIONS?

Email the Signing Savvy support team at rbdigitalsupport@recordedbooks.com.

Patron support is available from 7:30 a.m. to 6:30 p.m. EST, Monday through Friday.

Visit our library’s website or information desk for more details.
WELCOME!

Signing Savvy contains high resolution videos of American Sign Language (ASL) signs, fingerspelled words, and other common signs used in conversational signing within the United States and Canada.

WORD LISTS
- Precompiled word lists
- Build sign phrases
- Create & share word lists
- Create flash cards & quizzes
- Print signs

HIGH RESOLUTION VIDEOS
- Customized video playback controls
- Multiple video sizes: large, small and fullscreen
- With video instruction, you won’t just learn letters—you’ll learn how to communicate and have conversations in sign language!

SEARCH FEATURES
- Search for signs
- Browse signs by letter
- Browse signs in the precompiled word lists
- View sign descriptions
- View example sentences
- View sign synonyms
- View sign memory aids

An ideal resource while learning sign language!